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Introduction.

Historically deafferentation has been seen in the context of a late effect of syphilis,
(before the spirochaete’s effects were largely killed off by antibiotics, at least in western
societies). One of the consequences of the chronic late stage of the disease is atrophy of
the dorsal columns of the spinal cord, leading to loss of the tracts carrying touch and
proprioception. This in turn led to the characteristic broad based staggering gait and
uncontrolled ataxic movements. Dispassionate accounts of the consequences of this may
have been made more difficult by the fact that with ataxia comes intractable lightning
pains.1 That such deafferentation could arise from other peripheral and central causes of
loss of proprioception was less clear.2

This chapter will consider neurological causes of haptic sensory loss, from peripheral
diseases leading to losses of large myelinated sensory nerve fibres alone to more central
conditions including dorsal column loss and cortical damage. Perhaps the purest form of
loss of movement and position sensation and cutaneous touch is seen in large fibre
peripheral neuronopathy. This syndrome was first described by Schaumburg and
colleagues in 1980 [1].3 Since then a number of different causes has been found, though
their original post infective one remains the paradigm and, being non-progressive, has
allowed the most long term study and an understanding of the importance of afferents in
haptic function. The chapter will therefore end with an analysis of function in subjects
with this syndrome.

Before  this,  however,  will  be  given  a  short  précis  of  how  sensation  is  now  tested,  a
century after Head’s techniques (see chapter **).

The testing of somatic sensation.

When sensation was tested by Henry Head at the turn of the 19th and 20th century it took
so long and was so detailed that such a schedule would have been impossible clinically.
Faster techniques became accepted. Light touch was tested with cotton wool gently
stroked across the skin, pain using a pin or hypodermic syringe needle, temperature with
a cold metal object and movement and position sense by small movements of the digits,
either fingers or toes. Two point discrimination did require special retractors and higher
cortical sensation was sometime tested via the drawing of numbers on the outstretched
palm and rarely by placing an object in the hand for manipulation in a manner Head
would have recognised. These methods were adequate for many clinical situation, when
related to clinical presentation and further investigations, whether of nerve conduction,
blood  tests  for  diabetes,  B12  deficiency  etc  and  radiology.  But  they  could  not  be
considered quantitative and there was a clear need for better testing. Fortunately methods
of quantitative sensory testing (QST) have been developed and are becoming increasingly
accepted and developed to be rapid and reproducible for widespread clinical use (ideally
when part of assessment of patients by clinical history and examination, neurophysiology
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(nerve conduction studies and EMG), laser evoked potentials, neuroimaging and even
skin biopsy).

QST has suffered because there has been little agreement about their standard use and
because  of  the  length  of  time  needed  to  perform  them  as  well  as  because  of  problems
with reproducibility. Rolke et al [2] have tried to address this by using a battery of tests of
all aspects of sensation within approximately 30 minutes.

They tested thermal sensation is tested using a small probe (7.84 cm 2 ) placed on the skin
of the hand and foot which can be cooled or warmed rapidly. Cold and warm detection
thresholds are measured using stimuli which changed in a ramped manner (10 per
second). In addition the thresholds for heat pain and cold pain were also determined. All
tests were done three times.

Mechanical detection thresholds were determined with von Frey filaments of .25 – 512
mN made without a sharp edge which might activate nociceptors. The threshold was
determined as the geometric mean of 5 series of ascending and descending intensities.
Mechanical pain thresholds were measured with a set of seven pinprick stimulators
exerting 8 to 512 mN again using the mean of a series of five ascending and descending
intensities.

They also tested psychophysical ratings of some stimuli, with mechanical pain sensitivity
being determined using the same weighted pinprick stimuli as for the mechanical pain
threshold but this time applied in an order five times each and the subject asked to give a
pain rating for each. Three light tactile stimulators (cotton wisp, cotton wool and a brush)
were used to assess dynamic mechanical allodynia by stroking them across the skin in a
single stroke over 1-2 cm and subjects asked to rate the pain as for pinprick.

Temporal summation or wind up of a pinprick was also tested using 10 stimuli at 1 per
second and the subjects asked to rate the pain at the end numerically and this compared
with  single  pricks  at  the  same  site.  Vibration  detection  thresholds  were  tested  using  a
tuning fork (64Hz) placed on a bony prominence. Pressure pain thresholds were
determined with a pressure gauge device with an area of 1 cm 2 and a pressure of up to 20
kg/cm 2 with  an  increasing  stimulus  repeated  three  times.  Rolke  et  al  then  employ
statistical analyses of their data, before using Z scores to compare each subject’s results
with control data. This group accepts that QST remains a psychophysical test with some
of the problems inherent in this but hopes to bring it in to more standard and standardised
clinical practice by reducing the time for comprehensive testing.

In  an  earlier  analysis  of  QST  by  the  American  Academy  of  Neurology  [3],  its  clinical
use, efficacy and safety was assessed. Because of differences in technique, in normal
ranges and in reproducibility, they were concerned that it should not be the sole criteria
for diagnosing pathology and also recommended that it was not used in medico-legal
cases. On the more positive side they did suggest that QST is probably or possibly useful
in the identifying small and large fibre sensory neuropathies associated with diabetic
neuropathy, small fibre neuropathies, uraemic neuropathies and demyelinating
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neuropathy. As the techniques become more refined and widely agreed upon this list may
increase.

Causes of large fibre neuropathy.

Diseases of the peripheral nerves usually involve all fibre types with both large and small
fibres being affected. It is rare therefore to have neuropathies of the large fibres alone,
affecting touch and proprioception selectively. In large series it occurs in less than 5% or
so. It is seen, however, in several conditions which fall into two broad areas. The first
group involves a toxic agent and/or selective vulnerability to that agent (or its lack) in the
axon, in cisplatin and vitamin B6 neuropathies, in Freidreich’s ataxia, and in vitamin E
deficiency [for review see 4]. In the second group an immune reaction appears to target
the large fibre cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglia. This appears to be the case in
carcinomatous sensory neuropathy, IgM neuropathy, Sjogren’s Syndrome and acute
sensory neuronopathy. The onset can be insidious and progressive, as in some
carcinomatous and Sjogren’s Syndrome related neuronopathy, or can be acute and severe,
with all large sensory nerve cells being destroyed in days, as in some acute sensory
neuronopathy syndrome. In most large fibre axonopathies sensory loss predominates, but
in some neuronopathy syndromes ataxia is the main and presenting symptom, suggesting
a selective loss of proprioceptive afferents.

a. Selective toxicity of large sensory nerve fibres.

In large doses vitamin B6 is neurotoxic to large sensory fibres or their cell bodies. It is
reversible only if the doses are stopped in time. If severe then there are also symptoms of
central and peripheral nervous system affects, with autonomic disturbances, lethargy,
respiratory depression [5].

Neuropathy associated with cisplatin therapy, mainly used in gynaecological cancers, was
reported soon after the drug was employed. Some early patients presented with
parasthesiae and sensory loss in a classical glove and sticking distribution later, but as the
syndrome became more recognised it has been shown to be primarily a neuronopathy.
Post mortem studies have shown necrosis of the large fibre cell bodies in the dorsal root
ganglia as well as loss of peripheral axons. In a sample of 21 patients post mortem, Gregg
et al [6] found that tissue platinum levels were highest in the dorsal root ganglia and
lowest in tissue protected by the blood-brain barrier. They suggested a linear relationship
between platinum levels and cumulative dose and that cisplatin was retained indefinitely
in a neurotoxic form. If the development of neuronopathy with cisplatin therapy is
dependent on dose and exposure duration, then this might limit its usefulness, at least in
those for whom survival times are long. More recently, though, it has suggested that
limited prolonged use may be possible, with careful use [7].

In inherited spinocerebellar atrophies, of which Friedreich’s Ataxia (FA) is the most
common, the ataxia is associated with peripheral loss of large sensory fibres over and
above any cerebellar deficit. It is a progressive autosomal recessive disease which, in
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addition to degeneration in the central and peripheral nervous system, is also associated
with cardiomyopathy, skeletal abnormalities and increased risk of diabetes.4

b. Immune mediated neuronopathy.

Autoimmune neuropathies often present with ataxia rather than cutaneous sensory loss.
They may be caused by sensory variants of the Guillain-Barre syndrome, sensory
neuronopathy syndromes, subsets of immunoglobulin M paraproteinaemic neuropathy,
paraneoplastic neuropathy and the neuropathy associated with Sjogren's syndrome. The
targets for autoantibodies are varied, but include gangliosides, myelin associated
glycoprotein,  Hu  antigen  and  extractable  nuclear  antigens  [8].  The  major  site  of
pathology in autoimmune ataxic neuropathies is the dorsal root ganglion, but dorsal roots
and peripheral nerve myelin and axons may also be affected. The discovery of the auto-
immune origin for some of these neuropathies has led to trials of immune suppressant
therapy, though with mixed effects as yet.

IgM associated sensory neuropathy is predominantly an axonopathy which presents with
ataxia  but  also  with  distal  large  and  small  fibre  symptoms.  It  is  associated  with  serum
IgM binding GalNAc-GD1a & GM2 gangliosides and causes, unusually for these
diseases, a demyelinating neuropathy. It is slowly progressive over years and may be
treated with IVIg [9].

Paraneoplastic sensory neuropathy occurs almost always in relation to smokers and small
cell carcinoma of the lung, though at time of presentation of the neuropathy no tumour is
evident in approximately 50%. The presentation can involve pain, suggesting small fibre
involvement and include motor nerve involvement too in up to 50% in some samples
[10]. Round 80% are positive for anti-Hu antibodies [11]. It can also be associated with
other nervous system dysfunction including LEMS, cerebellar ataxia and autonomic
problems. Tumour resection sometimes improves the neuropathy, though median survival
is poor, with round 20% surviving 3 years [12].

Large fibre sensory neuropathy is a rare but well known neurological problem seen with
Sjogren’s Syndrome. In one series 11 out of 15 presented with numbness and parasthesia.
Most followed a rather indolent but progressive course, despite treatment with steroids,
cyclophosphamide or intravenous immunoglobulins [13].

The acute sensory neuronopathy syndrome was first described in 1980 by Sterman et al in
three adults who, after an infection (and antibiotics), rapidly and irreversibly developed
sensory loss and ataxia. They were followed for 5 years without evidence of coexistent
neoplasia or immunological disease. Subsequently more patients with this condition have
been described in clinical series. It is to these few subjects that the rest of the chapter will
be devoted.

Consequences of large fibre sensory loss.

One of the earliest studies of complete deafferentation was by Rothwell et al, [14]. This
subject had suffered a severe peripheral pan-sensory neuropathy, with loss of pain and

http://www.neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular/pathol/diagrams/gangliosides.htm
http://www.neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular/pathol/diagrams/gangliosides.htm
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temperature, as well as large fibre function in the arm and leg some months previously.
His motor power was almost unaffected. His was able to produce a very wide range of
finger movements in the lab very well, and could move individual fingers and make
outline  figures  in  the  air  without  vision.  More  detailed  tests  showed  that  he  could  also
move his thumb accurately through three different distances at three different speeds, and
could produce three different levels of force at his thumb pad. He was also able to match
forces applied to the thumb. But his hands were relatively useless to him in daily life. He
was unable to grasp a pen and write, to fasten his shirt buttons or to hold a cup in one
hand. They concluded that his difficulties lay in the absence of any reflex correction, an
inability to sustain constant levels of muscle contraction without visual feedback over
more than 1-2 s and an inability to maintain longer sequences of motor programmes
without vision.

This subject was studied relatively soon after the illness and had a pan-sensory
deafferentation affecting distal parts of the arm and leg. In contrast two subjects, GL [15]
and IW [16, 17], h$ad the acute sensory neuronopathy syndrome with complete loss of
movement and position sense and of cutaneous light touch with clinically preserved pain,
temperature and peripheral motor nerve function. Each was in their early adult life and
each has now been studied for over 30 years during which time there has been no
recovery of peripheral nerve fibre function. These subjects show some important
differences from the subject studied by Rothwell et al and indeed from each other.

Taking the latter first GL was deafferented from the lower face downwards, so she has no
sensation of touch in her lower mouth and none from the neck, where up to 50% of the
muscle spindles lie, whereas IW’s level is C3, so that he has normal sensation from the
neck. GL was married and with a son at the time of the illness, so she adapted to life in a
wheelchair and carried on as best she could. IW was single and spent 17 months as an in
patient in a rehabilitation hospital, learning to move and to stop ataxic movement before
returning to his life walking driving and living and working independently.  Studying
these subjects soon after their illness would have shown that without feedback there was
a complete loss of controlled movement and that even the experimental motor tasks
shown by Rothwell et al might have been absent.

Initially, for instance, without movement and position sense and touch, IW was
immediately completely unable to move in any controlled fashion. Once, when lying on a
bed without seeing his body, he remembers feeling that he was floating, since he could no
longer feel contact on the bed; this was terrifying since he could not control it. He
required full nursing care for weeks.  But over the next months and years both GL and
IW recovered motor abilities using mental concentration and visual feedback or
supervision.5

For instance, after a few weeks IW decided to try to control movement. Lying in bed he
asked his stomach to contract, reasoning that this would life him up. Nothing happened;
his arms were across his chest. So he flopped the arms out and tried again. This worked
and  he  sat  up  on  the  bed.  He  was  so  ecstatic  he  yelled  out  and  then  immediately
collapsed; without constant mental concentration movement dissolved. That simple act
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informed the whole of his subsequent rehabilitation. He knew that he could move, if he
thought about the movement and gave the moving part visual supervision. The downside
was the sheer amount of mental concentration he would have to expend for the rest of his
life. He learnt to feed himself, preferring hot food gone cold to being fed, he learnt to
dress and then after a year he stood and then over the next months learnt to walk. When
he left hospital nearly 2 years after the acute illness and with no neurological recovery he
was ready to work and live independently, walking and driving, telling his new work
colleagues that he had a problem with his back, for how do you explain loss of movement
and position sense and cutaneous touch?

By this time he had learnt all the necessary movements for daily life, though these are
never referred to as skills.  All  require mental  effort  and he reflects that  he never knows
whether he can do one day to the next. Without automaticity of movement it depends on
his  mental  concentration.  If  he  has  a  head  cold  for  instance  he  retires  to  bed  unable  to
think enough to coordinate movement; he cannot drink much alcohol or the same thing
happens. Recently after several days ill and sleepless with ear ache he could not even
coordinate movement of his arm towards a cup; even after 30 years of successful
movement without peripheral feedback this realisation of how labile and fragile his
movements remain was frightening. Having said that, he has had some return of - or
linking to - previous motor programmes. He relates that walking now, on a level surface
in the light with no slippery surface or wind and no people around who might jostle him
(and no head cold) requires round 50% of his mental concentration whereas at first it took
100%. He could and cannot day dream when walking or standing.6

Both GL and IW have been very generous with their time and effort towards science and
there are many studies of their motor functions (see many of these papers at
jacquespaillard.apinc.org/deafferented). Both GL and IW can make movements of a set
duration and amplitude, [15, 17]. But, in addition, they can distinguish weights placed in
their hands, with eyes open, though whether this is due to remaining peripheral afferents
(of muscle fatigue, tension etc) or due to a central effect via vestibular afferents is unclear
[18]. IW can also maintain a force without feedback, unlike Rothwell et al’s subject. He
also writes and feeds himself and has found a way of doing up buttons, driving, (using
hand controls) and doing all required for daily living [16].7  These differences reflect the
later time after the deafferentation of the studies (from over 12 years onwards for IW and
slightly less for GL).

Movement can be divided into locomotor, instrumental and gestural in type. GL is happy
to live from a chair. IW in contrast wanted to return to the world of the walking and so
expended huge effort in learning to stand and then walk. Interestingly he fins standing
still far more difficult than walking steadily. More recently however, he has developed
chronic back pain and finds that this is made worse by standing. He therefore lives far
more from a chair to reduce the pain rather than because of the deafferentation. Both
subjects once they had learnt to feed themselves etc (instrumental action), decide to
recover gesture, since they (independently) wanted to show emotional embodied
expression. So they learnt to do this consciously though with the years gesture may now
be the most automatic of the movements they make [19, 20]. Automaticity may reflect in
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part the way in which gesture is part of a thought/language/gesture system but also that
gesture has to be accurate in time and shape but not in place. Both IW and GL find it far
easier to make movements accurate in time than in relation to the external world; to
gesture is far easier than coordinating movement to pick up a cup. Since haptic touch
requires constant interplay between hands and object this is a particularly difficult
challenge for them and one which has meant huge adjustments in their behaviour.

Very early on IW realised that he could no longer coordinate all his fingers in gripping
and grasping movements, there were too many of them and too many joints and
combinations for him to coordinate and concentrate on. In any case he did not need them
all; by using the thumb and fingers 1 and 2 he found he was able to do all he needed to,
whilst keeping his fourth and fifth finger out the way. His grasps are not as normal; he
tends to approach objects with a wide open hand and then close on them with a
stereotyped thumb/finger grip. Firm objects are relatively simple to hold, once a good
force  is  reached  and  held.  He  does  have  to  be  careful  however  that  his  fingers  are  not
trapped by the handle on the far side of a mug which he would not feel and might not see.
Every such movement requires calculation and preparation. Often he sits before making
such a movement and will run through his movements in his mind before making them,
visualising his solution to a motor problem. Most difficult are collapsible cups, where he
has to look to make sure he has gripped it without crushing.8 He writes by clamping
fingers round the pen and using forearm muscles to move the hand, rather than have the
fingers shape the letters.

Empirical  work  has  shown  that  GL  and  IW  have  not  unexpected  deficits  in  aspects  of
touch during dynamic grip tasks. Grip force during grasping tasks requires knowledge of
the object in terms of weight and friction on its  surface,  and of internal models of force
production. To hold an object and move it up and down GL used high levels of force, to
avoid dropping it but not scaled to the force required and did not alteration this during
movements up and down [21]. In further studies GL made no modulation of grip force
during movements of an object; IW did make some of these, thought the modulations
were reduced (he had no knowledge of making any such modulation). Without sensory
feedback the normal internal motor programme changing force with movement as an
object is moved up and down was either degraded or abolished (Hermsdorfer et al
submitted).

There are some tasks IW has not found a way of doing. He cannot feel in his pocket, so
does not keep change or his keys there. He does not pick up change instead just sweeping
off a surface into his palm and then placing it in a bag. His choice of food is determined
to an extent by how difficult it is to eat; fish is out if there are fiddly bones to dissect for
instance. Bereft of active touch and or exploration with his hand without vision he finds
ways round such tasks. It is probably fair to suggest that though he moves his fingers
with astonishing refinement, given their deafferentation, their movements are relatively
slow and stereotyped. But given the fact that many people would not notice anything
unusual and that few if any would guess the deficit under which he moves his recovery in
movements of the hand, like his recovery in walking, are astonishing.
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Conclusions.

There are a number of different pathologies which lead to loss of touch and
proprioception, so depriving the haptic system of peripherally originating feedback. It is
by studying such pathologies that the importance of feedback is understood. But, equally
important is to understand the importance of the time since the loss and the possibilities
for rehabilitation.

If born without such feedback it is doubtful if good motor function could be developed,
since the absence of the experience of moving and the lack of any such internal motor
programmes might outweigh the beneficial effects of youth for such motor learning. This,
however, remains a thought experiment, fortunately. What is clear that subjects with loss
of sensory feedback are initially overwhelmed by loss of all coordinated movement of
their limbs and trunk, but that with time, mental concentration and visual supervision,
useful and indeed near normal function for most motor tasks can be recovered. This
shows the power of individuals to reconstruct their lives in presence of huge neurological
loss. Since it seems likely that degrees of proprioceptive loss after stroke or in neuropathy
might be underestimated, they ways used by such subjects with extreme deafferentation
are of potentially wider interest too.

Without feedback there are several movements which have remained impossible. Neither
GL nor IW can walk very fast, though their reaction times and speeds of simpler
movements are normal. Cognitive control of coordinated and complex movements has a
time penalty. Though they can use their hands and fingers for most actions like feeding
and writing, shaving and putting on make up, they have had to find new simpler ways of
finger coordination. And without peripheral feedback active touch, as first described by
Charles Bell is impossible; their deficits show the intimate and essential relation between
movement and sensation required for this haptic function.

Notes.

1.  One  famous  account  of  living  with  syphilis  is  ‘In  the  Land  of  Pain.’  By  Alphone
Daudet, translated by Julian Barnes, 2002, London: Random House/Jonathan Cape.

2. Proprioception is a rather imprecise term, being used by some to relate to the
perception of movement and position sense and by others as afferent information
underpinning these percepts but not all perceived [22].

3. Large fibre loss can be due to a peripheral axonal loss, a neuropathy, or in the acute
neuronopathy syndrome, damage to the cell body of the neuron in the dorsal root ganglia,
hence ‘neuronopathy.’ Schaumburg actually developed an animal model of this by giving
large does of vitamin B6 [5].

4. Friedreich's ataxia is caused by expansion of a GAA triplet located within the first
intron of the frataxin gene on chromosome 9q13. Frataxin is a mitochondrial protein that
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plays a role in iron homeostasis, with deficiency resulting in mitochondrial iron
accumulation, defects in specific mitochondrial enzymes and free-radical mediated cell
death [23]. Though the precise pathological mechanism is unknown its dependence on a
defect in oxidation allows potential treatment with anti-oxidants.

5. GL with her additional higher deafferentation does appear to use visual feedback for
many movements, making them quite slow. IW in contrast seems to have accessed or
developed (forward) motor programmes which allow for more complex movements
which are under a looser visual supervision [24].

6. I once saw IW stagger when walking; he suddenly saw a pretty girl and his
concentration drifted.

7. There have been several TV documentaries about these subjects of which BBC2
Horizon’s  ‘The  Man  Who  Lost  His  Body,’  directed  by  Chris  Rawlence  in  1998  is  the
easiest to track down.

8. Once at work, Ian was given such a cup by a girl he fancied. He had always avoided
them and so did not know how to grasp it. When he picked it up he squashed it and spilt
the drink. So he took lots of such cups home that night and spent hours learning how to
pick them up. His motor skills and abilities are the result of similar prolonged mental
concentration and trial and error.
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